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Appointments 

Please contact our team who 

will assist you in creating your 

unique personal journey from 

any combination of treatments 

and rituals. We will cater to any 

special requests you may have 

wherever possible. 

Should you wish to make an 

advanced reservation (highly 

recommended), please email Spa 

qualia at spa@qualia.com.au or 

call +61 7 4948 9484.

Opening Hours 

9.00am — 7.00pm, 7 days.

Photography — Andrea Francolini



Spa qualia Ethos

We welcome the opportunity to introduce you to  

Australian authenticity. Our contemporary, yet indigenous 

approach to spa endeavours to create individual ‘you 

time’ through a collection of deeper sensory experiences. 

Spa qualia is placed at the heart of the resort and is 

perfectly situated to catch the soft sea breezes and take 

in the tranquil views of the Whitsundays, making it the 

ideal place to unwind. 

Our spa treatments are thoughtfully designed to 

rebalance the synergy between mind and body and 

to capture the essence of Australia and the Great 

Barrier Reef. 

The products used have been selected because they 

embody the Spa qualia ethos, which is to provide a unique 

Australian experience whilst respecting your health and 

wellbeing along with our precious environment. 

LI’TYA — meaning ‘of the earth’ — is a unique range of 

premium products which integrate indigenous modalities, 

utilising precious extracts from the Australian earth, its 

native plants and its spirit, within a tread-light philosophy.

Pure botanicals, organic Australian native plants, pure 

essential oils, no artificial fragrances.

SODASHI — meaning ‘wholeness, purity and radiance’ — 

are world-class products for your skin, your body and your 

soul. Made using the highest quality plant essences and 

natural ingredients, Sodashi products are formulated using 

the knowledge and wisdom of natural healing traditions.

100% natural, Australian made, chemical free. 

It is our desire to ensure that your visit to Spa qualia 

will surpass all expectations. We look forward to treating 

your mind, body and soul to a deeper sensory experience.



“Quintessential — 

the most perfect 

embodiment; the fifth 

essence or element” 

Unknown

Quintessential Massage

Pure Intuition bespoke massage 60/90 mins

Rediscover yourself. Designed and tailored to your specific needs, this massage will honour your deepest needs with a synergy 

of massage techniques and healing modalities. Try a vigorous flowing massage with contemporary music or a slow relaxing 

massage in rhythm to softer tunes. Expect to unwind, relax and restore. 

LI’TYA Kodo means ‘melody’ 60/90 mins

Balance and realign your energy flow for holistic wellness. This rhythmic body massage is inspired by Aboriginal techniques. 

A combination of pressure points and spiralling movements will ground and uplift, working to relieve muscular aches and 

pains while leaving the body’s energies renewed and refreshed. 

Deep Release remedial sports massage 60/90 mins

Open and free your body. Our experienced therapists will work on your deeper anatomy to aid in the recovery of injuries. They 

will also work through other areas that are causing you pain or restrictions in movement. This massage is excellent for the 

general sports enthusiast and anyone who prefers a firm to deep massage.



Maternal Goddess pregnancy massage 60 mins

Sink into your centre — unify mother and child. This nurturing and rhythmic body massage is inspired by Aboriginal dreamtime 

to tone and realign energy flow, thereby enhancing balance and wellness. A gentle combination of LI’TYA Kodo massage with 

spiralling movements ground and uplift. 

Earthy Encounter mud and stone 90 mins

A slathering of mineral-rich mud is massaged over your entire body with warm stones, taking you on a deep primordial adventure. 

Footprints and Fingerprints

Tribal Dance pedicure — foot soak, exfoliation, pumice, mask, nail and cuticle work, massage and polish 75 mins

Connect to mother earth and let your soles dance through a deeply relaxing foot soak, exfoliation, heel buffing and toe 

pampering. A choreographed massage and polish conclude this sole-istic experience. 

Hand Print manicure — hand soak, exfoliation, mask, nail and cuticle work, massage and polish 75 mins

A nurturing hand soak and delicate exfoliation prepare your hands and fingertips for focussed attention. A herbal kelp 

hydrating polish blended with a massage, leaves your skin silky soft. Complete your manicure by choosing one of our OPI nail 

colours for a beautiful fingerprint finish. 



Sublime Facials

Sodashi Facials

Our Sodashi facials include cleansing, compresses, skin boosters, masks, hand massages, facial massages, concentrates and 

moisturisers. Allow our therapists to analyse your skin and recommend one of the following facials:

Aquum Elixir rejuvenating facial — hydration for mature, dry and dehydrated skin 90 mins

Evocative. A warm infusing mask with an intensive boost of vitamins and minerals saturates your skin for deep nourishment, 

hydration and firming. 

Monsoon nourishing facial — regenerates dull and sun-damaged skin 75 mins

Absolution. Spirulina and marine extracts rescue, oxygenate and restore your skin’s tone and fitness.  

Coral Blush, Adorie or Ocean Kiss 60 mins

Coral Blush — every face facial which balances, cleanses and hydrates for radiance.

Adorie — calming facial which rebalances sensitive, irritated and reactive skin.

Ocean Kiss — balancing facial which repairs problematic, impure and congested skin.

Our recommendation: Allow yourself to totally relax and unwind with our special additional indulgences, including a 30-minute 

‘Relaxing’ massage, an ‘Infusing’ hair mask or an ‘Awakening’ eye treatment.
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Additional Indulgences

Add an extra special touch of relaxation and pampering to your spa treatment by selecting an indulgence from the menu below.

Relaxing back massage 30 mins

Dissolve tension with this restorative massage that will soothe and soften your back, neck and shoulder muscles.

Drifting scalp massage 15 mins

Surrender your senses to massage techniques that invoke peaceful contentment.

Infusing hair mask 15 mins

Transcend time as a luxurious and moisture-rich scalp mud is massaged over your head. You hair is then wrapped in a hot towel 

to deeply nourish and restore a silky shine. 

Grounding foot and ankle massage 30 mins

Ideal for all walks of life — take a load off and relieve hard-working feet and ankles with this dedicated and detailed massage.

Awakening eye mask treatment 30 mins

For a sparklingly visible result, lift and brighten your eye area with this intensive boost.



Signature Ceremonies

White Haven silk ritual, salt exfoliation, pearl and kelp mud, massage and facial 180 mins

Enter a quiet harbour where only the sounds of nature touch your ears. Your escape begins with the flow of white silk caressing 

your skin and a native mint sea salt exfoliation restores a glistening glow. Our pearl and kelp body mud harnesses the elements 

of the ocean to cleanse and nourish, while our ocean dreaming massage works into your muscles. The final touch is our marine 

facial, which bestows suppleness and clarity.

Wine Lovers chardonnay massage, vinothérapie body scrub, pinot noir body mask, 150 mins

burgundy bath soak and body moisturising

Indulge in a chardonnay massage before succumbing to a vinothérapie body scrub, rich in antioxidant properties. You are then 

enveloped in the detoxifying properties of a pinot noir body mask, while your burgundy bath awaits…soak and purify your 

energy whilst sipping champagne. Your body will then be moisturised, completing this romantic getaway to the vineyards. 

Please note: This treatment is only available for couples.

Heart Reef Ritual silk ritual, back exfoliation and massage, mini facial, warm hair mask, mini pedicure 150 mins

Evoke memories of turquoise beauty, coral reefs and exploration as the tactile sensation of aquamarine silk glides over your skin 

and clears past energies. An invigorating scrub cleanses your back, while a soothing back massage, facial and hair mask allow 

your mind to wander. Your escape is complete with a mini pedicure allowing you to take flight and reawaken to a new glow.

Seasonal Ceremony colourful silking, salt exfoliation, LI’TYA mud wrap, LI’TYA Mirri facial, body lotion 120 mins

We choose the colour according to the season. This inspirational concept is born of the seasonal variations in colour and the 

resonating effect that each has on our wellbeing. Yellow is a celebration of sunny days whilst green embraces, nurtures and 

forgives. Red is for courage and spirit; earth ochre warms and heals. We invite you to indulge in a colourful voyage through 

a rainbow of senses and emotions. 



Kumali Ritual Kumali body scrub and wrap, steaming Kumali poultice massage and Kumali moisturiser 90 mins

The Aboriginal word ‘Kumali’ means ‘sacred’. The Kumali’s are signature to qualia and contain all that is Australian, a blend 

of herbs and spices to help relieve muscular aches and tension, stimulate circulation, refresh the skin and relax the body. This 

steaming ball of native herbs and spices is dipped in Australian macadamia and sweet almond oil and massaged, pressed and 

rolled over your entire body. This profound ritual truly represents the ‘qualia effect’.

Bularri Yarrul means ‘warm stone’ 90 mins

Dissolve stress and fatigue. This gentle, timeless treatment uses the weight and warmth of naturally formed stones to work 

through layers of tension on a physical, mental and emotional level. As you absorb ‘jiva’ — the unseen vibrational energy 

carried within each ancient stone — your busy mind will find peace, your body will experience relief and your heart will 

discover joy. 

Body Elements

Beach Body body brushing, toxicleanse massage, contouring body wrap, 90 mins

scalp massage, rain shower, contouring gel and lotion

Body brushing and a cellulite-specific massage stimulate circulation prior to the application of a warm body mask rich in marine 

extracts and plant essences. As you drift off, the active ingredients work on your lymphatic system and assist in the removal 

of toxins which are a common cause of cellulite. After a rain shower, Sodashi’s specialised contouring gel and cream are 

massaged into the skin for a totally firm beach-body finish. 

Chilled Tonic cool compress, misting and cooling lotion 60/90 mins

Retreat from the midday heat and soothe sunburn with chilled compresses of lavender and geranium gently placed over your 

body to calm redness and irritation. A cooling mist is spritzed on the skin to reduce body heat and after-sun lotions are applied 

to activate skin rejuvenation and replenish lost moisture. 
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Indigenous Offerings 

LI’TYA rituals inspired by Aboriginal dreamtime.

The Dreaming Miji Jina foot, Mala Mayi exfoliation and wrap, Paudi scalp treatment, 180 mins

Kodo massage, Mirri facial, Miji Polama hand 

Time stretches to breathtakingly endless days as you drift off to the sounds of nature which surround your spa suite. This 

hypnotic ritual reconnects body, mind and soul as a complete fusion of indigenous traditions are integrated to celebrate 

your dreaming, expansion and growth. Your face and body will be clean and invigorated, tired muscles eased and energised, 

body systems balanced and rejuvenated and your heart will glow. 

Mala Mayi body exfoliation, mud wrap, hair and scalp treatment, Kodo massage 90 mins

Unwind, invigorate and celebrate as a drizzling of oil and a sprinkling of desert salt begin this tingling experience. The pure 

embrace of your chosen body mud takes you on a journey of introspection as the indelible traces of fingertips massage a warm 

quandong mask into your scalp. Finally, the spiritually uplifting and rhythmic Kodo massage works in unison with your deepest 

needs for a profoundly indigenous connection. 



It’s a Man’s World

Wild Oats back scrub, back massage, facial, scalp treatment, hands and feet 180 mins

Sea salts scrub your back clean, before a massage takes you to a quiet sanctuary of ‘no worries’. Your facial is especially tailored 

to your skin, and includes a cleansing and relaxing scalp treatment. Finally hands and feet will be tidied up in true blue style.

Golf Pro hands and feet plus head, neck and shoulder massage 75 mins

‘Tee off’ with a foot soak, then move on to the next ‘green’ for a hand exfoliation, arm massage and some nail and cuticle 

attention. Your feet are then scrubbed, massaged and nails and cuticles tidied before rounding off with a head, neck and shoulder 

massage. Guaranteed to leave you feeling like a PGA champion.

Life Saver nourishing facial — regeneration for dull and sun-damaged skin 75 mins

Coming to your rescue, spirulina and marine extracts save, oxygenate and restore skin fitness. This facial includes cleansing, 

exfoliation, mask, hand massage, skin boost, serum, facial massage and moisturiser.

Mankind performance facial — specific to men’s skin 60 mins

This sophisticated treatment kicks off with a deeply relaxing back exfoliation. Soothing mists and woody aromas then set the 

scene for a deep-cleansing and exfoliating facial, which balances the skin and assists in preventing ingrown hairs. On completion 

a head and face massage ease tension to create a firm and toned jaw line. 

Please note: For the most comfortable results, we recommend shaving approximately two hours before a facial. While this page 

has been dedicated to the attention of men, please rest assured there are no limits and you may choose any other treatment from 

our entire spa menu.
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Mind Body and Soul

Yoga  75 mins

Welcome to qualia yoga — a unique style born from the natural qualia essences found only on the Great Barrier Reef. qualia yoga 

is a gentle journey of introspection…the perfect way to awaken your body and senses before embarking on a day of relaxation, 

exploration and rejuvenation. 

Personal Training 60 mins

Be the best you can be. Our personal trainers include inspiration, motivation and education into each training session or a 

personalised program can be designed to meet your specific goals and desires. Alternatively, you may simply choose to have 

one or more training sessions to keep you fighting fit and motivated while you enjoy your holiday.



Spa Etiquette

Arrival 

Please arrive at the spa at least 15 to 30 minutes prior to your 

appointment. This will allow you the time to use the steam retreat, have 

a shower, complete a consultation, enjoy a welcome drink and relax.

Please note: Your late arrival may compromise the full length of your 

treatment, as we endeavour to remain on schedule as a courtesy to each 

and every guest. 

Cancellations

If you need to reschedule or cancel an appointment, please notify the spa 

at least 6 hours prior to your treatment. Failure to do so will regrettably 

result in a 100% cancellation fee.

Health 

Your health and wellbeing are our top priority. Therefore, it is essential 

for you to inform us of any health conditions which may affect your 

treatment choices. 

Pregnancy: Certain spa treatments are not recommended during the first 

trimester of your pregnancy. Please discuss the various options available 

when scheduling your appointment.

Privacy

Our caring and professional therapists have the utmost respect for your 

privacy and will keep any personal information completely confidential. 

We encourage you to relax and come out of your shell. It is our intention to 

provide a safe, healing environment based on trust — a peaceful sanctuary 

where you can truly enjoy this unique experience. 

Attire

Please wear what makes you feel most comfortable. Upon arrival you 

will be provided with a personal locker, bathrobe, slippers and disposable 

underwear. Please wear a towel or swimwear when using the steam room. 

Valuables 

We highly recommend leaving valuables and jewellery in the safe at 

your pavilion.

Spa Manners

As a kind consideration to all spa guests, we keep noise to a bare minimum 

at all times. Mobile phones and cigarettes are considered contraband in a 

spa environment.

Critique

We value your feedback and greatly appreciate any comments you wish to 

share about your spa journey. 

Payment

We accept eftpos and all major credit cards. In-house guests may charge 

spa spending to their room account. 

Gift Vouchers

Give the gift of sparkling health, beautiful skin and total rejuvenation with 

a spa qualia gift certificate.  

Retail Therapy

Complement your spa experience or create the Spa qualia ambience in 

your own home, with our beautiful selection of Australian skincare, bath 

and home products. Please ask your therapist to recommend which 

products are suitable for you. 
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www.qualia.com.au
Spa qualia P +61 7 4948 9484


